Testimonial for Mary Elizabeth Wakefield and Michelangelo

I cannot even begin to describe the magnificent experience I had several years back attending a private
mentorship class with Mary Elizabeth Wakefield and MichelAngelo.
Having been a fulltime Critical Care Nurse for 25 years and now with a full-time Acupuncture family
practice for 12 years, having taken many PDA courses over the years with high expectations of what a
PDA course should be, Mary Elizabeth and Michelangelo have consistently exceeded my expectations.
Mary Elizabeth has studied extensively with most of our industry ‘greats’ and has amassed an enormous
amount of knowledge which she has brilliantly interwoven. She now presents a beautiful, balanced,
ever evolving course, from which even the most experienced of us will gain new, deeper insight and
knowledge which is unforgettable and immediately applicable in our individual clinical settings, no
matter what we offer.
In these private mentorship classes, besides being comfortable and cozy in an intimate setting, you will
be able to have much discussion and explanation. You will receive extensive lovely handouts, (that I
referred to year after year) , and hands on needling with Mary Elizabeth providing continuous demo
and hanging over you to make sure you are applying needles correctly and improving your technique.
I have taken Mary Elizabeth’s classes off and on for years since 2005 and, although, frankly, facial
rejuvenation per se is really not a significant aspect of my practice, the volume, quality and diversity of
what they teach in the time they provide is beyond compare, in my opinion. Throughout the years, my
application of her course work exists in every aspect of what I do in my practice, every day, with every
client. What I have picked up from her and MichelAngelo has been inestimable. I will always consider
the time I spent in that private mentorship course a treasure and worth every dime.
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